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Abstract: We derive a perturbation theory, based on the renormalization group, for
the Fermi surface of a one dimensional system of fermions in a periodic potential
interacting via a short range, spin independent potential. The infrared problem is
studied by writing the Schwinger functions in terms of running couplings. Their
flow is described by a Beta function, whose existence and analyticity as a function
of the running couplings is proved. If the fermions are spinless we prove that the
Beta function is vanishing and the renormalization flow is bounded for any small
interaction. If the fermions are spinning the Beta function is not vanishing but, if
the conduction band is not filled or half filled and the interaction is repulsive, it
is possible again to control the flow proving the partial asymptotic freedom of the
theory. This is done showing that the Beta function is partially vanishing using the
exact solution of the Mattis model, which is the spin analogue of the Luttinger
model. In both these cases Schwinger functions are anomalous so that the system is
a "Lutttinger liquid." Our results extend the work in [B.G.P.S], where neither spin
nor periodic potential were considered; an explicit proof of some technical results
used but not explicitly proved there is also provided.

1. Introduction and Statement of the Results

We study by renormalization group techniques the analyticity properties of the Beta
function and the behaviour of the pair Schwinger function for momenta near the
Fermi surface for a one dimensional system of n fermions moving in a common
periodic field —dj?U(x) and interacting by a short range pair potential. We con-
sider both spinless σ = 0 or spinning fermions σ = ±1/2. The recent interest about
interacting electrons in a periodic potential [D.M., Sh.] motivates our study. The one
dimensional hamiltonian is

H = T + λV, (1)

τ = Σ J dχφ+σ(---
σ -L/2 ' \ zra
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L/2

V=Σ I dxdyv(x-y)(φ^φχΓ)(φtσf,φ-σ/),
σ,σ' -L/2

where φ^σ are creation or annihilation field operators with spin σ on the Fock
space of a fermion system confined in a box (—L/2,L/2) with periodic boundary
conditions and at zero temperature, m > 0 is the electron mass, μ is the chemical
potential, U(x) = U(x + a) is a C°°-smooth periodic potential, which for simplicity
will be assumed even U(x) = U(—x); a is the lattice spacing, λv(r) is the spin-
independent, electron-electron, interaction, supposed to be even in r, bounded C°°
smooth and p^1 is the interaction range. Clearly we must have L = Na,N integer,
and we choose a system of units in which % = 1.

It is well known (see for example [Ko.,T.P.]) that it is possible to find two

functions ε(k) and φ(ϊc,x) defined for complex k and satisfying the equation:

-φ&x)" + U(x)<Kic,x) = ε(k)φ(k,x)

with φ(k,x + a) = eιkaφ(k,x). Two such functions are holomorphic everywhere

except on the vertical segments joining the point kn = (n + l)π/a -f ihn with the

point &*, and the point —&* with the point —kn, where hn,n = 0,1,2,... is a

sequence of real numbers such that limw_^oo/zw = 0. On the cuts the functions present

a jump discontinuity and near the point kn we have

ε(k) = εn+ cn(k-knγ'2 + on[{k- kn)
ι/2] , (2)

where cn is a bounded constant, limn_oo2wα2(« + l)~2π~2εn = 1, and

r f ? (1 + C(ί)(£ K)m + on[{k-kn)
xl2], (3)

where C(x) and D(x) are holomorphic functions. The symmetry of U(x) clearly
implies analogous formulas for k*,-ϊtn and — k*. Finally it is possible to fix the
mean of U(x) so that ε(0) = 0.

For k real, φ(k,x) are called "Bloch waves" and ε(k) is the "dispersion
relation." The functions εn(k) and φn(k,x), where n is the "band index," are ε
and φ restricted to the segments (nπ/a,(n+ l)π/a] and [—(n + l)π/a, —nπ/a).
The periodic boundary conditions imply that k = ^ψ . Physically one defines the
Fermi momentum pF so that the ground state energy of the hamiltonian Eq.
(1) has the minimum at n = ^ ^ when μ = ε(pp), and the Fermi velocity v0 is
defined as the minimum energy increase by adding a particle to the ground state,
divided by &o — PF, if ^o is the momentum of the particle added. We require that
pF — ψ(πf + 1/2), where nF is an integer (and this of course is possible if pFa/π
is a positive rational number). It will be easy to see that our results remain valid
also without this simplifying condition. The band "containing" the Fermi momen-
tum (i.e. the band such that φ{pF,x) = φn(pF,x)) will be called the conduction
band.

The creation or annihilation operators ι/̂  of a Bloch wave are defined by

Σeφ{k,±x)^ . (4)
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The "propagator" of a Bloch wave in a volume L with temperature β~ι is given
by

\ e-iko(χo~yo)

g(x, y) = δσy — Σ — — ^ Φ(k9 -x)φ(k, y)
LP k -iko +E{k)

= <W TR Σ e-ιk°^-^φ(k, -x)φ(k, y)g(k) . (5)
LP k

Here x = (xo,x),k = (ko,k),eιkoβ = -\,eιkL = \,E(k) = ε(k) - μ. It is important to
note that in terms of the operators ώ^, the interaction V can be written

_ / l \ 4 _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ Jin

n,σ,σ' \LJ kuk2,k3,k4 V a

X ώί ώί" ,ώΓ ; ώ ί , (6)
τk\,στk2,σ k3,σ

 rτk4,σ

if S(k) — Lδ^0 and δij is the Kronecker delta. The presence of the periodic potential
has the effect that the sum of the "incoming " and "outgoing" momenta (i.e. k\,k2

and k^,k4 respectively) is not zero but it is equal to a vector of the reciprocal
lattice Inπja, that is momentum is not conserved. The terms in which nή=0 are
called Umklapp terms.

If the fermions are spinless and there is no periodic potential, then one
can prove rigorously, [B.G., B.G.M., B.G.P.S.] that the pair Schwinger func-
tion has an anomalous long distance behaviour. This essentially means that the
occupation number at the Fermi surface is not discontinuous but is given by
nk~ nPF — \\k\~ jPF|2l/(Λ)sign(|i| - pp),η(λ) = O(λ2) (anomalous Fermi surface).
In the present paper we derive new, corresponding, results about one dimensional
interacting Fermi systems in a periodic potential, both for spinning or spinless
fermions.

If the fermions are spinless and the conduction band is not filled the Fermi
surface is anomalous at small enough coupling; in fact we prove:

Theorem 1.1. Given a C°°-smooth pair potential λv(x — y) with short range p$ι, a
fermion mass m, a Fermi momentum pF and a C°°-smooth periodic even potential
U(x), and if pFφ™, n integer, then there exists ε > 0 such that one can define,

for \λ\ < ε, functions pp(λ),η(λ) analytic in λ and divisible by λ2, such that:
1. the one dimensional spinless Fermi system with hamiltonian

- yj) (7)

admits a ground state with a Euclidean pair Schwinger functions S(k)

verifying, for \k\ — pF and ko small, where pF — pp -f PF(X), the relation

S(k) = So(k)\p^k'

where \k'\ = J(\k\ - pF)
2 + v0

 2k2

ι,S0(k) is the Schwinger function for the

free gas with Fermi momentum pF and Fermi velocity v$ and \Ak(λ)\ < C\λ\,
for a suitable constant C;
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2. η(λ), the "anomalous exponent," has the expansion λ2v2

) + O(λ3) with the
coefficient ΰ0 given by v0 = vo(pF,-pF,-pF,pF).

This result agrees with the considerations in [Sh.] based on an analogy with some
solvable models, suggesting that the periodic potential in a spinless d — 1 interacting
Fermi system has "no effect" unless λ = 0(1) (i.e. the results are not qualitatively
different from those of the case of translation invariant spinless fermions in the
continuum). If the fermions are spinning we have that, if the interaction is small
and repulsive and the conduction band is neither filled nor half filled, the Fermi
surface is anomalous; more precisely we prove:

Theorem 1.2. Given a C°°-smooth pair potential λv(x — y) with short range p^λ

and with ΰo(—pF,pF,—pF,pF) > 0, a fermion mass m, a Fermi momentum pF

and given a C°°-smooth periodic even potential U(x), and if PF + J^, n integer
then there exists ε > 0 such that one can define functions pF(λ),η(λ) analytic in
λ for \λ - ε/2| < ε/2, and divisible by λ2, such that:

1. the one dimensional spinning Fermi system with hamiltonian

yi) (8)
<J

admits a ground state with a Euclidean pair Schwinger function S(k), veri-

fying for \k\ - p°F and ko small, where p% = PF Λ- PF(^), the relation

S(k) =

where \kf\ = y(\k\ — pF)
2 + v0

 2&Q,»SΌ(Λ:) is the Schwinger function for the

free gas with Fermi momentum pF and Fermi velocity v0 and \Ak(λ)\ < C\λ\,
for a suitable constant C;

2. η(λ), the "anomalous exponent," has the expansion λ2vl + O(λ3) with the
coefficient v0 given by ΰ0 = vo(pF,-pF,-pF, pF).

The above theorems show that the Fermi momentum and the Fermi velocity in
the free system (i.e. λ = 0) and in the interacting system (i.e. / φ θ ) are different:
one usually says that the interaction renormalizes the values of the Fermi momentum
and Fermi velocity. From a physical point of view it is more natural to fix the value
of these quantities in the interacting theory so that we can replace the hamiltonian
Eq. (1) by an hamiltonian containing two free parameters to be tuned so that the
ground state has some fixed value of the Fermi momentum and Fermi velocity (we
call them simply pF and v0). So we shall study

H = T + λV + ocT + vN , (9)

where N = Σσ f-L/2 ̂ 'ΨϊσΨiσ a n c* w e P r o v e > f° r instance in the spinning case,L/2

that there exists an ε > 0 so that it is possible to fix α(A),v(λ),η{λ) analytic in
\λ — ε/21 < ε/2 and divisible by λ2 such that the Euclidean pair Schwinger function
verifies, for \k\ — pF,ko small, the relation

S(k) = So(k)\polk'\2" + Ak(λ)\p-ιk'\-i+2" , (10)
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where \k'\ = y(\k\ — pp)2 + vo

2kQ,So(k) is the Schwinger function for the free
gas with Fermi momentum pp and Fermi velocity VQ, \Ak(λ)\ < C\λ\, for a suitable
constant C and the η(λ), "anomalous exponent," has the expansion λ2ϋ^ + O(λ3)
with the coefficient ΰo given by ΰo = vo(pp, —pp, —pp, PF) This result is of course
equivalent to Theorem 1.2, by a trivial application of a implicit function theorem.
Analogous considerations can be made for the spinless case. From Eq. (10) we
see that our choice of <x(λ), v(λ) fix the value of the Fermi momentum to pp; our
choice will fix also the value of the Fermi velocity to v0. This is not clear from
Eq. (10): it is not, strictly speaking, proved here but it should be clear from the
proofs that follow. We note that there are many ways different from Eq. (9) to
introduce two free parameters in the hamiltonian (for instance one can have instead

of αΓ a term like a^J^dS^lHx)^ or *Σ,σ fJlβdx >}£,(&-μ)rj£), but
it is easy to check that what follows does not depend on the particular choice
Eq. (1). Finally in the cases not covered by the theorems we are not able to give
rigorous results. The difficulties we met in such cases are discussed briefly in the
last section.

Technical comments. The proof of the theorems is based on the renormalization
group and follows the ideas in [B.G., B.G.M., B.G.P.S] for a system of spinless
fermions with no periodic potential. However our proof contains new technical
results necessary to treat our model. The first difficulty one meets in studying
fermions in a periodic potential is that the estimates on a Bloch wave propaga-
tor are not trivial as in the case of plane waves and requires a careful analysis,
for the presence of the non-analyticity points in the dispersion relation and in the
Bloch waves themselves. Due to this fact and contrary to the case studied in [B.G.,
B.G.M., B.G.P.S] we are not able to find a definition of quasi-particles such that the
free quasi-particle propagator "at scale A" decays exponentially with the distance;
we have only a power law decay (see below, or [B.G.P.S.], for the precise notion of
quasi-particles and of scales). In [B.G.P.S.] the convergence of the anomalous Beta
function, as a power series in the running coupling constants (redefined precisely
below, for completeness), was proved by using in an essential way that the fixed
scale quasi-particle propagators have an exponential decay; extending the proof to
propagators with a weaker decay, i.e. power-law, is non-trivial and requires some
new technical results (see App. 2,3).

The use, for spinning fermions, of the localization introduced in [B.G., B.G.M.,
B.G.P.S] leads to local terms containing irrelevant operators (this was the reason for
the apparent difficulties found by [B.G.] in the spinning case). From our definition
of localization we have in the spinning case six relevant running couplings when
the band is not half-filled, and seven when it is half-filled; the Umklapp scattering
is relevant only at half-filling. In the spinless case there are four running couplings
like in the U(x) = 0 case and Umklapp is never relevant, not even in the half-filled
case (by Pauli's exclusion principle).

In the spinless case the exact solution of the Luttinger model, [M.L.], is the
key to the proof that the Beta function is vanishing, the renormalization flow is
bounded and that the Fermi surface is anomalous. Schwinger functions and running
couplings are analytic for \λ\ < ε. However there is a major difference between
the spinless and spinning case, namely in the spinning case Schwinger functions
are not analytic in λ around λ = 0 and this is a manifestation of the fact that the
analysis of the renormalization group flow is substantially different from the spinless
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case: the beta function is not vanishing, not even to the second order. We show
nevertheless that, if the conduction band is not half filled and the interaction is
replusive, it is possible to control the flow, but this can be done only giving up
analyticity (but retaining almost surely Borel summability). This is done proving
that the Beta function is partially vanishing using the exact solution of the Mattis
model [M.]. Our proof is conceptually similar to the proof in [B.G.P.S.] for the
vanishing of the Beta function in the spinless case and provides the proof of some
technical results stated and used in [B.G.P.S.] for this proof but not explicitly proved
there.

Another noticeable difference is that our discussion is consistently performed at
finite volume and temperature β~ι, taking care in getting bounds which are uniform
in L,β —> oo (in [B.G.P.S.] the theory is developed directly for β = oo,Z = oo and
the uniformity in β,L is not really discussed). As a byproduct we extend and derive
explicitly the expression of the running couplings at the cut off scale [B.G.P.S.]
Eq. (7.10).

2. Multiscale Decomposition and Effective Potential

We consider a Grassmann algebra, whose elements φs

kσ verify {ψs

kσ,ψ
s

k/σ/} = 0.

The Euclidean fields are, if ε = ±,

where eik^ = -l,e*L = 1 (see [B.G.P.S.] or [B.G.]). Although β and L are kept

finite we will write J τ^ψ instead of wΣk t o m a k e the notation more clear. A

"functional integration" is defined on the monomials by the Wick rule

where Pn is the set of all the permutation of n elements and (— l ) π is the parity
of the permutation. The above integration rule is extended to a more complicated
expression by linearity. We call this rule for associating numbers to grassmannian
monomials, and by linear extension, to grassmannian polynomials a grassmannian
integration with propagator g(x,y) or a measure with propagator g(x, y). For our
purposes the case in which g(x,y) is given by Eq. (5) will be of interest.

All the properties of the Gibbs state generated by the hamiltonian Eq. (1) at
temperature β~ι = 0 can be deduced from the functional Veff defined by

e-veff(φ) = _L Jp(dφ)e-ψiψ+φ) , (11)
Jί

where Jί = f P{dφ)e~v^) is a normalization constant (so that Vef/(0) = 0) and

V = λV + αΓ + vN with, if xt = (JCO,, ,Jζ-)>

V = Σ I dxχdx2v(x\ -X2)<S(*o,i -•
σ>σ/ A x A

t -^ + UW- μ
σ A \ lm
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and A = (-β/29β/2) x (-L/2,L/2). The Schwinger functions are defined by

S(xι9σχ9...9xn9σn9yuσ\9...9yn9σ'n)

1

~~ Jί

We decompose the measure into a product of two independent measures, i.e.
P(dφ) = P(dφuv) P(dφιr). The grassmannian integral in Eq. (11) can be
rewritten as

e~Kif(φ) — ° Jpίdφir)e~v°^ιr+φ^ , (13)
Jί

" Λ " 1 τ?,,

je ΎU Ύ Ύ> , ( 1 4 ;

where φu v\φLr ,φ are anticommuting grassmannian fields,
and P(dφuv),P(dφιr) denote respectively the grassmannian integrations with van-
ishing cross propagator and with propagators gu.v.,Qι.r. given by

dk e~ik^χo~yo) _ ->

(2π)2 -iko+E(k)

dk β-̂ o
( ) /

where h(t) is a C°° function in its argument t and it is identically 1 if t > μ2, hence
h(kl + E(k)2) is identically 1 if £ is above the first band (\k\ > π/a) and it is also
identically 1 for &o,£near (0,0): this property shows that the integral in gu.v(x,y)
involves only (&o,A:)'s which are "far" from the Fermi surface ko = 0,E(k) = 0,
thus justifing the u.v. name.

It is possible to check that (see App. 1)

m λ i/ 2 m(£-j)2

G(x) = i/(f - jT)//(x0 - Jo)^(xo - J o ) ^ 0 " 7 0 ^ -Γ-. Γ e 2^o-^o),
\2π{x0- yo) J

(16)

where /?(x, y) ^ ^ _ [ 7 V , |x|2 = XQVQ + x 2 for all N, and //(/) is a smooth func-
tion of compact support such that H(t) = 1, if |ί| ^ 1 and H(t) — 0 if |ί| ^ 7 ^ 1.

The Eq. (16) shows that gUΛ)m has the same properties of the ultraviolet propa-
gator with U(x) — 0, so that we can repeat the proofs leading to the theory of the
ultraviolet problem for the U(x) — 0 case in [B.G.P.S.], (it is trivial to include the
presence of the spin in developing the proof). In [B.G.P.S.] as well as in our case
the following statement is rather easy and the difficult part does not concern the
ultraviolet problem but only the infrared one:

Theorem 2.1. There exists ε > 0 such that V°, see Eq (14), can be written for
\z\ ^ ε,z = (A,α, v) and if φ = φLr\ in the following way as a sum of a term
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linear in the couplings:

σ,σ' A

)φ+, ψ~σ + αΣ/dxψ+σ (-£-
σ A σ A \ 2m

(17)

with K(x) = JΛ v(x — y)R(y,y)dy and of a remainder of order at least 2 in the
couplings λ,cc,v,

-— + U(x)-μ\φ-σW2(x,y;z) (18)

Σ Σ fdXi...dx2nφ;r..φtψ- φ-

X I h U(x2n~m ) ~ β) Φ7 ί 1" U(X2n ) ~ U

X

where the kernels Wn^ni are products of suitable delta functions times bounded
functions analytic in z if \z\ ̂  ε and, if d(x\...,xπ) is the length of the shortest
tree connecting the points {"tree distance" or "graph distance"), the following
bounds hold:

Jdxι...dx2n\Wnun2(z,xu...)\(l+d(xu...,xn)f <

while W2 satisfies the weaker bound

k2,y)e-'k^-yo)w2(x,y;z)\ £ D\z

for |^i |, 1̂ 1 = π/a a n d \z\ = ε

A more interesting and difficult problem is the analysis of the "infrared" inte-
gration Eq. (13): We decompose the grassmannian integration P(d\j/) into a product
of independent grassmannian integrations, that is P{d\j/Lr) — \^h=_ooP{dφh). This

can be done by setting gLr.(k) = Σ/L-ooΛ^) a n c * by writing \j/Lr. = ^h^
h\ with

φh being a family of grassmannian fields with vanishing "cross propagator" (i.e.
independent) and with propagator J'Ψh

kuσχψ
h

kl,σ2P{dψh) = δσiiσ2δ(kι - k2)gh{kχ)'.

where f(x) = h(x)(l — h(^)) is a C°° function with compact support and γ > 1.
However such decomposition is not suitable for a renormalization group analysis,
because gh(k) have no good scaling properties (as the system has two intrinsic
scale lengths, i.e. a and pp). In order to overcome this difficulty we introduce new
grassmannian fields φ^ώσ, called quasi-partides field operators, with propagators
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gώ\k) and vanishing cross propagators, such that

Φl= Σ ΨLo, Φl= Σ Άlv 9%)= Σ ghdk).
ω=±l ω=±l ω=±\

Although there are infinitely many ways to represent gh(k) in this form, there
is at least one such that gh

ώ(k) has good scaling property. Define

g%) Σ θm K
ω=±l ~ikO+E(k)

where θ is the step function. If k = k' + (0, copp), i.e. k' is the momentum measured
from the Fermi surface and is restricted to values of the form ψ(n+ 1/2), where
n is an integer, it is possible to prove that:

Lemma 2.1. If VQ is different from zero then the quasi-particle propagator can be
written as

y-hgί(y-hk') = y-%ly-hk') + ch(y-hk>),

where

ySKY K ) ^ V Q ,

-i[y-hvoko] + ώ[y~hkf]
and Ch(t) is C°° with support contained in (-π/a,π/a) and such that \Ch(t)\ ^ M,
where M does not depend on h, T,L.

Note that υo = 0 only if pp = 0,π/α, as we have supposed that \PF\ ύ π/a
We define the "position space" quasi-particle fields as

μ,± dk ±i{ht+kt),h ?h,± ±ιίopFx?h>±
Ψχ,σ J /o-rr\2 Ψk,σ Ψχ,σ Z^ ^ Ψχ,ώ,σ '

jh,± _ dk' ±i(k()t+^x) ,h βh( , _ f dk1 r-iiht+k'x) h(]f, r 2 Q Λ
Ψχ,ώ,σ — J n-jiΫ Ψk'+ώpF,ω,σ yolV^J — J ίJnY '

Note that, at variance with the work in the translation invariant case, [B.G.], the

fields Σh ώe±ιώpF*Ψχ,σ,ώ cannot be identified with the fields ψι

x^σ above: this is an

important difference with respect to [B.G.]. The relation between φx[σ^ and ψ1^
is more complicated as it is given by

fx'f = I dkφ(k,±x)e±ιk^ I dx'e*ik*' Σe±lSpFp^,σ •

The natural definition, if we wanted to operate in analogy with [B.G.], would be
introducing the field

A > ± = dk' knXn

ψx,ώ,σ J
( 2 π ) 2 φ(ώpF,±x)

with propagator gh

ώ(x,y) and to set φ1^ = ΣώfiΦ^pF^x)^^. Such definition
would be "the same" as in [B.G.], with of course plane waves replaced by Block
waves, but the definition of "localization" would become very cumbersome, so we
prefer not to use these fields.
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It is not difficult to check that:

Lemma 2.2. For N > 1 we have:

A(x) < y » C N ( a , p F )

= VX +X2.

where Ch{x) is the Fourier transform of Ch(γ~hk), (x)π = sinf^L and (xo)π

Moreover

s L'2-

One could hope that, by using an analytic (rather than C°°) cut off function h
to realise the decomposition Eqs. (15),(19), and by making a shift in the integral
of the infrared propagator gh

ώ(x,y) or g%{x) to a complex line with imaginary part
γhh, yhh + hn, following a path similar to that of Appendix 1, one would obtain
that ghβ(x) decays exponentially for large distance. However this does not happen:
essentially because one cannot use in this case the symmetry properties used in
Appendix 1 and because of the accumulation of the non-analyticity points on the real
k line. We strongly suspect that there is no way to realize a multiscale decomposition
for our problem such that the quasi-particles have propagator with exponential decay
in the x-variables. In any event we were not able to find it: so that we preferred a
compact support cut-off. In this way the analysis of the perturbative expansion is
clearer, as the distinction between ultraviolet and infrared term is sharper.

3. The Effective Potential in the Infrared Region

In this section we set υ0 = 1 for simplicity and we begin the analysis of the infrared
problem, which consists in the study of the possibility to give a rigorous mean-
ing to Veff(φ) defined by the functional integration Eq. (13). We start by studying

the functional integral /P(d\j/ιr)e~v ^Lr\ which is the normalization constant in
Eq. (9). We can represent V°(φ)9 see Eq. (17), (18), in terms of quasi-particles
fields #_. , where ε = ± 1 , so that V°(φ) is given by a sum of terms like

We can isolate the relevant part of V°(φ) by introducing a localization
operator S£ on the Fermi surface acting on V°(φ) as follows; J£V®(φ) = 0 for
m > 4, while (see discussion after Eq. (30), (31) for a motivation of the local-
ization name given to i f ) a "natural" definition for <£ if m = 2, 4 should be to
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computing fm(k[,...,k'm,;ω) and (if m = 2) its derivative at the Fermi surface, i.e.
for k[ = , . . . , = k'm = 0. However k' cannot assume the value 0 as k' — k — (0, ώpF)
has the form k' — (2π/L(n\ + l/2),2n2π/β + 1/2), with nun2 integer, for the an-
tiperiodic boundary temporal conditions and the definition of pF = 2π/L(nF + 1/2),
and this takes to the complicated formulae below:

&I X\dk\f\k'xΛ'2AX\ ω)δ(k[ +k'2-kΊ-kf

Λ
ι=l

ω2 - ω 3 - ωΛ)pF H
a

ώ2,σkί+ώτlpp,ώτ),σ
f'k'+ώ4Pf,ώ4,σ ^ ^

where δa^ t, is the Kronecher delta equal to 1 if a = b and zero otherwise;

JSf /dk[dk'2δ{k[ - k'2 + (ώi - c52)j9F + 2nπ/a)f2(k[,kf

2;ω)

ωιPF)

where if def{k), the discrete derivative, is defined for instance as

and an analogous definition is set for ko, and:

In Eq. (22) the Kroneker <5 can be satisfied only by n — 0 and d5i = ω4 = —CO2 =
—ω3, ωi = c33 = -c3 2 = — ώ4 or ώi = ώ2 = ώ 3 = ω 4 unless /?/r = π/2α, z>. the
conduction band is half filled, in which case the Kroneker δ can also be satisfied
also by n = 1 and ωi = ώ2 = — c33 = — C04, /.e. umklapp is relevant only if the
conduction band is half filled. In Eq. (23) we must have n = 0 and ώ\ = ώ2.
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The relevant part of V°(φ) in the spinning case is then

= v0Fv + α 0Fα + ζ0Fζ + gx$Fx +02,0*2 + 03fo<W/2«*3 + #4,o^4 , (24)

\+ωpF,ω,σΎk'+ωpF,ω,σ

4

i\dk2 — ik?ώt, - ., φ,, ^ -, c
1 ^ iΎk\+ωpF,ω,σΎk'+ωpF,ω,σ

ω,σ ι ι

*Ί = Σ
ω,σ,σ' ι=l

Fi= Σ / Π Λ ί C % A C
ω,σ,σ' i=l ι

4

^3 =δpF,π/2a Σ f Π ^*i Ψk>+ώpF,ώ,σ%'+ώpF,ώ,σ'%L-ώpF-ώ,σ'%'-ώpF,-ω,σ
ώ,σ,σf ι=l ι ι 3 4

4 _ _ /
Π ^ ^ f + ω / 7 / r , ^ (

z = l x z •* 4 \

where εi = ε2 = —£3 = - ε 4 = 1. We note that the relevant part of V°(φ) is similar
to the phenomenological hamiltonian introduced in [S.] via heuristic considerations.
Note, moreover, that there are no terms renormalizing the periodic potential in the
relevant part of V°(φ). In the spinless case σ — 0 and S£Vh = VQFV + αoFα + ζ0Fζ +

, where

F = ΣI Π d ^

Therefore, in the spinless case, g2,h — Q\,h — ̂ h and F3 = F4 = 0 (because of the
anticommuting property of the grassmannian variables).

The most natural definition for the effective potential on scale y~k, k < 0 for the
infrared problem (but not the correct one, as it will appear clear in the following)
would be:

! P { d φ ) ^ p { d χ j / ) e t ( 2 5 )

where φ-k = Σkh=-ooΨh The inductive evaluation of Eq. (25) is made by writing
at each step Vh(φ=h) = &Vh{φ=h) + &Vh(φ=h% where i f Vh is given by an equa-
tion like Eq. (24) with (vo,αo,Co,^o>02,o,03,o,04,o) replaced by (yhvhf(xh,ζh,gιh,g2M

Q3,h,g4,h) = VΛ plus an additive constant th\Λ\, \Λ\ — Lβ, i.e. the vacuum contribu-
tion. The quantities yhVh^hXh a r e ^ independent (by the "rotation invariance" of
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the theory, i.e. by the invariance under the transformation j?—* —x). An essential
role in this analysis will be played by the tree expansion.

We call τn the set of all the labeled trees with n end points τ G τn that can be
constructed as follows (see also the picture). Draw on the (x,y) plane vertical lines
at x — k, k + 1,..., 0, 1. Let τ {the root) be a point on the line x — k. Starting from
τ draw an horizontal line leading to a point v0 on the line x = kVQ = k + 1. Choose
sVo ^ 0 and draw sVQ lines starting from v$ leading to sυ points v\,...vSv on the
line x = kVι — kv + 1, i.e. the lines cannot go back. Do the same thing starting with
the points vt and go on recursively. A point v is called an end point if sv = 0, i.e.
if there is no line starting from this point. Moreover a point v is a trivial vertex
if sv — 1 and a non-trivial vertex if sv ^ 2. Finally if hυ = 1, then v is necessarily
an end point. Clearly this process ends when all the reached points are end points.
A cluster v with frequency hv is the set of the end-points reachable from the ver-
tex v with frequency hv; and the tree provides an organisation of the endpoints into
a hierarchy of clusters. Each non-trivial or trivial vertex bears a label 01 except VQ
(see the picture) on which can bear either a label 01 or a lable ££. To each tree
we associate a term V^k\τ, ι/f(=A)) defined recursively as follows. If τ has only one
end-point with frequency k + 1 then V^k\τ, \j/^=k)) is equal to one of the terms of
Eq. (24) with v^ instead of υ0 or, only if k = 0, one of the monomial in &V°. We
attach a label to each endpoint of the tree to distinguish among these possibilities.
Otherwise

1
(26)

where Θ is $£ or 91 if the vertex v bears an i f or 0t label, n ^ 2, τ1 . . . τ ^ are
the subtrees starting from v and the symbols <f J denote the truncated expecta-
tions with respect to a measure with covariance g^h\ We have that Θ is equal to
if only if v = v0 and the tree contributes to the local part of the effective po-
tential. We also associate to each field a labels, / , / = l, . . . ,n τ , where nτ is the
number of the fields associated with all the endpoints of the tree. To every field
with label / corresponds a momentum k(f) and the indices c5(/), σ(/),ε(/) = ±1
and, also, the index s(f) = 0, 1, 2 allowing us to distinguish the three possibilities

W e c a l 1 7"ϋ t h e s e t of / labels.
It is possible to check that the effective potential Eq. (25) can be written as
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n— 1 τ£τn

From Eq. (26) we see that each set of running coupling constants Vh is deter-
mined once that a set vo is given from the relation v^-i —^h + β/?(*4?̂ /2+i? ô)>
where /?, called beta function, is a sum over all the trees contributing to the relevant
part of the effective potential. We define

(k\vo)δ( Σ )

where kVQ is the set of all the momentum variables of the nτ fields, PVQ is a non-
empty subset of IVQ, \PVQ\ are the number of elements of this subset, Σp *s the

sum over such subsets and φ = (PVQ) = Π/eΛ0^/W)!σ(/),,(/)

If in Eq. (26) we expanded the expectations by Wick's theorem, we could rep-
resent the r.h.s. as a sum of Feynaman graphs (see [B.G., B.G.P.S.]). A Feynman
graph is constructed by symbolising the fields associated with every end-point of
the tree as oriented half lines emerging from that point and enclosing the end-
points belonging to the cluster v together with their half lines into a ideal box.
We pair, i.e. contract, the half lines in internal lines (all but the external lines

φ ~ (PVQ)) and we associate to each of them a propagator ghv, if the line is con-
tained in the ideal box containing the cluster v and not in any one with higher
frequency. Every graph contributes to the effective potential with a term of the

form / Λ ^ o ^ o ( ^ o ) ( 5 ( ^ / G n o ε ( / ) A : ( / ) + 2«π/β)ιA("^\Λo), where kp^ is the
set of the variables k(f) with / e PVQ and W, called value of the graph, is the
product of the propagators of the graph and of the running couplings or the kernels
in Theorem 2.1 associated to the end points, integrated over the momenta of the
internal lines.

Furthermore, if Gτ is the set of all Feynman graphs associated with τ, given g G
Gτ, it is natural to associate a subgraph gv to the vertex v enclosing into an ideal box
the cluster v and cutting into half lines the lines connecting points in the v cluster
with points outside from it. Each gv is of the form / dkPιWhv(kPv)δ(J2fepi

£(f)k(f)

+ 2nπ/a)φ = (Pv) where φ = ι (Pv) are the half lines emerging from v before
contraction and Pv is defined as PVQ. On all this term the & operation acts, if v + v0,
while if v = VQ the operation if or M acts, depending on whether it contributes to
the relevant or to the irrelevant part of the effective potential. It is convenient
to write W{k) as a function of k' = k - ώpF introduced in the preceding section
defining WhχVp* + ώp<pF) = fhv(k'p<;ώp<).

We call scaling dimension D(PVQ) = - 2 + ΣΛEΛ, 0/2 + ZΛ), where χA = 0 if

A = Ah+sPFAσ>XA = lifA= E{k)%h,+ ,pFAaox A = -ikoψk

h,+tSpFAσ. T h e size o f a

generic graph associated with a monomial φ= (PVQ) with value Wh is defined by

| | ^ | | = sup yhD^dh{k?)...dh{ke

n

x)Wh(kr,...k™), (27)
vex Kβx

where dn(k) is the characteristic function of the support of h{y~2h+2(kl + E(k)2)).
In order to motivate our definition of localization suppose for a moment that

& — /, where / is the identity operator; by a standard calculation it is possible
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to prove that the size, Eq. (27), of a Feynman graph is bounded by \\W\\ <
cnεnYlυγ~(hc~hv'WPv\ where vf is the vertex preceding v in the tree ordering. To
obtain an estimate of the perturbative contribution of order n to the effective po-
tential, we must sum over trees. In order to have an estimate uniform in /?, L it
is necessary that D(PV) > 0 for all Pυ. But we have that D(PV) = - 1 if \PV\ = 2
a n ^ ΣA^PM = °' w h i l e D(<P^ = ° i f ^ = 4 a n d ΣA€PVTU = 0 or \Pυ\ = 2 and

ΣAEPXΛ = l Like m [β-G.] one could define as "relevant part" of the effective
potential the sum of its local quadratic and quartic parts in the fields. However
such definitions would still contain irrelevant terms. This can be easily understood
by remarking that for h suitably small the contributions to the effective potential
Vh having forms:

Π dk\fh\{k\^k'^ω)b(k\ +%-%-% + (ώλ + ω2 - ω3 - ωA)pF + —)

k'χ +ώ\ pf ,ώ\ ,σ^k'2 +&>2 PF$2,σ' ^ +^3 PF»^3->σ k'4+^4PF J&A

ldk\dk'2b(k\ -% + (ω, - ώ2)pF

are vanishing unless (ώ\ + d)2 — ώ^ — COA)PF + ^ = 0 in the first case and
(ώi - C52)PF + 2nπ/a = 0 in the second as the delta's in the above equations cannot
be satisfied for the support properties of the propagator (see Eq. (19) and relative
discussion).

It is possible to check by a standard calculation that the size of the generic
Feynman graph contributing to the effective potential defined above is bounded by

Π y - ^ - V κ ^ H*.), (28)

where D(PV) + zυ > 0 (the 8ft, operation was defined in order to make true such an
inequality), ε = max\Hh\ and c is a suitable constant independent from n. By repeat-
ing the estimates in [G.] it is easy to see that Eq. (28) implies that \V^k\τ9φ-k)\ ^
εncnn\. We shall use (and prove) an equation stronger than Eq. (28), hence we do
not dicuss its proof in more detail.

It is convenient to see the effect of ££ when Vk(\l/-k) is written as an integral
over the coordinates. Writing

fdk'p*δ(
\fepι

where φ = (Pv) = UfePlQ ^χ(f\ώu\σ{f)Λf)^Pl i s t h e s e t o f quasi-particle vari-

ables ό5(f) such that / £ Pv and W{xPv) is a not traslation invariant function unless

Σ / mPι

 ε(f)w(f)pF + 2nπ/a — 0 in which case it is translation invariant (see the
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delta-function in the above equation). By Eq. (22), (23) we see, by performing a
Fourier transform, that the if-operation acts in the following ways:

h v ( x l 9 . . . x n ; a ) φ ^ l t σ r . 4 7 H ^ H d X ι . . . d x n = 0 n > 4 , ( 2 9 )

Λ + Λ + — — 4
2 ί Wht(xι - X4, x2 - X4, X3 ~ X4iω)ιl/Xhώu

A

^(ώι+ώ2-ώ3-ώ4)PF+2nπ/a,o Idtιdt2dt3Whv(tu h, t3'9ω)sL,β(tu h, h)
A

Λ + Λ + . _ Λ - 4

X / δ(Xχ - X2)δ(x2 - X 3 )^fe - ^ 4 ) ^ , ^ , ^ , Ψχ2,ω2,σ>Ψχ3,ώ3,σ4χ4,ώ4,σ Π dxt , (30)
l / 1

where sLφ(tut2,t3) = \Σj,k=\e ^ * 2 2 and is
because we are studying the sytem with finite volume and with temperature different
from zero; moreover

if Jdxιdx2φ^ ώ σΦX7ω?σ
Whv(χι ~*2lQ±) = δώ ώ JdtWhv(t\ω)cos (jt) cos ( ^t0 )

X
A

fdtWhι(t; cousin (t0^) COS (jί) / dxXdx2dχ0δ(Xχ - X2)φtuω,σΦx2,ώ,σ ( 3 1 )
A ft \ P / ^L ' A 2

fdtWhυ(t;ώ)- sin ^ - J cos I ̂ -tΛ Jdxλdx2~d^ώδ{xλ -x2)ΦXuώ,σΦX2,ω,σ >

where the kernels W are antiperiodic functions both in the time and space variables

with period β and L,t — (t°, ί), d^9 the covarίant derivative, is defined by

ωpF)f(k) .

If (5(xz — Xj) are integrated away in the r.h.s. of Eq. (29), (30),(31) we see that
the action of S£ has the effect that the monomials in the fields are changed into
local expressions. This is the main reason for which we introduced the fields φx^σ

rather than working with φX(ΰσ Eq. (4). The non-trivial action of 01 on the terms
with four external lines is

Λ + Λ + Λ _ Λ _ 4

!0tWhv(X\ - X4, X2 - X4, X3 - X4;^)ΦXhajhσΦX2ίCo2,σfφX3,ω3^ΦX4,ω4,σ Π dxi = ( 3 2 )
A i=\

4 ΐ+ Λ +
/ I I dxιφ - φ - f\
A i=\

-δ(xi -x2)δ(x2 -x3)δ(x3 -x4) J'dtλdt2dt3sLφ(tλ, t2, t3)Whv(tu t2, t3\ω)} .
A
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In the estimates of the following section it is convenient integrating δfs in Eq. (32)
obtaining a different, equivalent form:

Λ + Λ + Λ - Λ _ 4

Π <**i (33)

- ^ 4 ί ω ) ( l - SLφ(X\ -

2 A

z = l

where sLβ(tut2,t3) is, once again, present only because one wants to distinguish
carefully the L,β<oo from the L,β = oo case. Equation (33) shows that there
are two ways in which the renormalization acts on a subgraph with four half lines
connecting points in the cluster υ to points outside it. One way renormalization
affects the graphical analysis is that one of the half-lines does not represnt a î -field
as we can write:

where

D**W = C ω - C y,ω = (̂ 1 -Xj)f dudΦχ'N{u),ώ > (35)

Xjiiu) = uxj + (l-u)xj , d = (dt9 dώ) .

XjΊ(u) are called interpolated points. It is easy to check that the effect of this
substitution {i.e. a D-line instead of a i^-line) is that in the estimate of a generic
Feynman graph, in which the line representing D-field has an end in the cluster υ
and the other in cluster the υ\ there is an extra factor y-(^—V) with respect to the
case in which $ — 1.

The other way in which ^ can act, from Eq. (33) is that the kernel W is

substituted by a kernel W{\ — s) and this produces, in the estimate, at least an extra

factor y~^h~h ) with respect to the not renormalized case, with h* = mm{hι,hβ),

where hL is such that if h < hL gh

ώ = 0 for k of the form 2nπ/L, n integer. Of

course y~hι = const L. We define hβ in the same way. Of course if h ^ h* and

Vh(φ) = -\ogfP(dφh+ι)e-vh+l^h+l+*\ then

Vh{φ)=Vh~\φ) (36)

that is the effective potential stops flowing. Equation (36) is the analogue of
Lemma 1 in [B.G.P.S.] whose proof (not explicitly written there) is not so triv-
ial for the exponential decay of the propagators in momentum space. Since there
are no non-trivial vertex with h! ^ h*, then we have that y~^~h ) <; y~^~hv'\
Similar considerations can be made on the terms with two external lines.
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4. Analyticity of the Anomalous Effective Potential

In order to see if the flow of the relevant running coupling Vf, (see lines following
Eq. (25)) is bounded we write then the equations for the Vf, up to the second order:

9v,-\ =

_i =ah+ ~βxg\M + ~β2g\h + O(yh)

, (37)

where β,βι,β2 > 0 and the equation for th (see lines following Eq. (25)) is not
written for simplicity as Vh does not depend on th. We have supposed that pF + π/2a
postponing the discussion of the case pp = π/2a to the last section. These equations
are qualitatively similar to the equation founded by Solyom [S.] for his phenomeno-
logical hamiltonian. If g\$ < 0 and the corrections O(yh) are neglected, then g^
grows so that the second order truncation has no meaning. If g\$ ^ 0 things looks
different. It is easy to check by using the general methods of stability theory that,
for vo small enough:

gι>h ~ - 2βhgl0

7 1 ^ 7 ^ O(g\0). (38)

h=o (1 -2βhgh0y

However also in this case the flow is unbounded. In fact we have that α̂  =
αo + Σl=-oo(βι92\,h + hdu) a n d similarly for ζh; so that in any case Gch,ζh -+ 00
b d N h if h h id d i b i
because g2,h>θ4,h do not go to zero. Note that even if the third order contribution to
the Beta function makes that gi^g^h tend to zero, this would happen very slowly,
i.e. not faster than 1/V -̂Λ.

This suggests that we try a new and more general scaling approach, including
the one described in the preceding section, the anomalous scaling. Given a sequence
of positive numbers Z^, with Zo = 1 we can write, for h ^ 0,

(39)

where Pzh(dφ^) denotes the Grassmannian integration with propagator | - and

Pzh{d\j/{h)) the one with propagator f- where, if we call Ch(k) = Σk=-oof(Ύ'

(k$+E(k)2)), g{h\k) is given by gw(k) + τ^h\k) with:

Ch(k)(\ - Ch(k)) zh

-2k+2

) =

-iko+E(k) \+zhCh(k)
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V (φ) is determined from Vh+ι(φ) using the following relation, for h < 0:

Note that F (^) = V°(φ) and that the relevant part of V (φ) (we write in it also

the constant part of V (φ-h)) is given by

^v\^/Z^φ^h) = ZMyhnhFv + Zh+ιahFΛ + Zh+λzhFζ + Z2

h+ι Σ ^ F , + th\Λ\ ,
*=1

where \Λ\ — Lβ. The sequence of ZA is chosen so that the relevant part of Vh(φ)
does not contain the term proportional to Fζ, i.e.

\ ' + Λ|Λ| , (40)

and this is achieved by taking Zh — Zh+χ(\ + Zh). Clearly we have Vh = % t

<" ={fy)2?> h = Zj£-{ah-zh), γ2% = th + t'h, where <ί = /

/ogf ί l + ^ ^+1 Ch{k)\. Vh is called anomalous effective potential.

We can write * ^

•••)], (41)

where n ^ 2,-τ1 ...τSvo are the subtrees starting from vo (the first vertex above the
root), the symbols Eh, E[ denote the expectations with respect to a grassmannian
integration with propagator Z^λg^ and & is equal to if*, if the tree contributes
to the local part of the potential, or ^ , if it contributes to the irrelevant part,

where Vh(ψ) = &*V \^-φ) + @V (^Φ) and Jδ?*r differs from i f F ;

only because it does not contain the addend proportional to ~^oφ^σώφ^σώ.

We write the effective potential as an integral in position space, i.e. we write:

where xVQ is the set of all the coordinate variables. We define also the kernels

Λ

so that

Here xPυo is the set of points on which the monomial φ (PVQ) depends (recall
that there can be more than one point for each field). Let us define: Vh = (^,δA,vA)
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and &k — ̂ ^^χi,h^k\^ί,h\ and let us formulate the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. There exist a constant ε > 0, such that, if % ^ ε and swpk<h'<h

| |^-| ^ 1 +c2ε
2,c2 > 0 then, for every N:

= k(

d(PVQ) is the length of the shortest tree graph connecting the set of points

VQχ(Pvo\CN is a constant and D(PVQ) is the scaling dimension of the monomial

Proof Let be SΊv(φ(P\),...,φ(Pk)) the truncated expectation with propagator cfhυ)

of n fields. By using a well known expansion of truncated expectation in terms of
interpolating parameters st,t = 1,...,£ — 1 [Le.,B.G.P.S.], we can write:

Sτ

hv{φ(Px\...^{Pk)) = ΣU Q{hι\*ι ~ yι)fdPTv(s)detGτ*(s), (42)
τυ ieτv

where Tv is an anchored tree graph between the clusters of space vertices from
which the fields labeled with Pχ,...,Pk emerge: this means that Tv is a set of
lines connecting two points in different clusters, which become a tree graph if
one identifies all the points in the same cluster; we call T = UVTV and, if / G
Tυ,xhyι are the end-points of the line and are such that x/ =Xij or yι =xifjι,

where xιj is the coordinate of the ith field of the / h monomial ίj/(Pj).GTv(s) is a

(n — k + I) x (n — k + 1) matrix whose elements are Gτ.?.,i, = Sjjf(f^ixjj' — Xij)

with Xjtjf —Xij not belonging to Tv,Sjj/ = Πί=7 St a n c^ dPTv(s) is a normalised
measure which depends on st and Tυ.

From Eq. (41) and App. 2 we have that

pVΰ,xV0)= Σ Π (^-)2 l
 ^-/HMPJIQVΛ...,

{Pv}vnote.p. X^hv-l / *v

kP*/Q**)) Π υhc, (43)
v not e.p.

where Πi; not e P ^h is the product of the running couplings associated to the end
points of the tree τ (which are n if τ e τn), Pv is a not empty subset of Iv,
the field labels reachable from v, Vj are the sv vertices immediately following
v,J2p. represents the sum over all the compatible choices of the subsets Pv such

~τ
that Qv c Pv, Pv — U QVi and Shv obeys to an equation like Eq. (42) in which

g^hv\xι - yι) is replaced by \ξι — hι\Zιcfhv\ξι - ηι), where z/ is a positive integer
zι ^ 2 and such that ΣjeTvzι ^ 2. The end points of the lines in Tv ξu Άi can be
simple points x7;z or interpolated points Xj t (see Eq. (35)), i.e

χ'=Σεif,M)χi'j» E V , 7 ( M ) = i , ^ (0) = δi*ti,

and G j / f / = SJfg
{hv\xf

ιfJf -x'Uj) with x;, y, - x ^ not belonging to Γy.
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Estimating the determinant in Eq. (42) by the Grahm-Hadamard (see for instance
[B.G.P.S.]) inequality it follows:

»Σ Π
{Pv}υnote.p.

^,ι-iέ>;,i)5 ( 4 4 )

where P{ denotes the subset of Pv correspondent to field with a derivative index of

order j , Qi is defined analogously and:

J(τ,PVΰ,xV0) = ( Π ^7 ) / Π Σ Π du\ξ, - m\z'sPlί)(γh°{ξι - η,)). (45)
\vnot e.psv- I v not e.p Tv lζTv

The interpolated points and the terms \ξι — ηι\ are produced by the renormalization,
see Eq. (35). In [B.G.P.S.] it is found an equation very similar to Eq. (44), except
that in the equation analogous to Eq. (45) the terms \ξι — ηι\ produced by the
renormalization would not coincide with the argument of the propagator belonging
to the anchored tree Tv and z/ would be bounded by 2n. However the proof given in
[B.G.P.S.] for the boundedness of the integral over the coordinates of the analogue
of Eq. (44) would not apply here as it requires exponential decay for the propagator.
The elimination of the latter condition is the main technical innovation that we
develop in this section.

We can perform in Eq. (45) the change of variables ξι — ηι —»• y\ realised from
the following linear system y = Aτ(u)x, where Aτ(u) is a square matrix nxn
whose elements are functions of the interpolated parameters u, so that we can write:

fdxVΰ(l+ykd(P00))NJ(τ,PVo,xDo)
A

ίdu\άeXAT{u)-λ\ Π !dy,{\ + ^dy(P
leT

(46)

where dy(PVQ) is the length of the shortest tree graph expressed in terms of y-
variables. In Appendix 3 it is proved that |det^7(w)| = 1 so:

fdxOΰ(l+ykd(PD0))NJ(τ,PD0,xV0) S | Λ | C 2 " Π C Σ ' l ^ H δ ' l y - 2 M ί ι - ' ) - z Λ (47)

A v

Then Eq. (44), (46) imply that

ykD(PV0) ^ / A ( 1 + ykd{pv^N\v(k){τ^Xυ^ ^ (cCεkr , (48)
τeτn

so that the theorem is proved. We remark that, without the result of Appendix 2,
one would obtain Eq. (48) with Cn replaced by C", where Cn would be a function
of n and Cn could only be bounded by n\ or worse.
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5. The Flow of Renormalizatίon Group

The Beta function can be written as βh(vh, •••>$)) = βhi^h .. #0) + yhβh(^h, , #o)
In the spinless case υUh = {vh,δh,Zh,λh} and the function βh(v>h...vo) is the same
as in the U(x) = 0 case. So repeating the arguments in [B.G.M., B.G.P.S] it is
possible to prove that the flow is bounded and anomalous so that Theorem 1.1
holds.

The spinning case is more involved. The equations for the running coupling can
be written explicitly in the following way:

7 2

Lh
Zfι-1

•y
δh-ι = ^~—

Z

(49)

V A - l = 7 ^ - ^ [ v Λ + V / ί ^ 8 ( ^ ^ A , ^ ^ A , V ^ / ί ) + ^ ( ^ ) ]

^ ^ + g2

hB9(g>h)

where by ^ we mean generically the quartic running coupling, i.e. one of gh,\,gh,2,
g^A We know from Sect. (4) that 5/ and i?z are expressed by a power series in VH
converging to an analytic function if the running coupling Vh are such that \ΰh\ S ε

In writing Eq. (49) we make explicit the lowest order contribution in the running
couplings to the power series Bι and we use some symmetry considerations.

Using the last relation in Eq. (49) to eliminate ^ - , the fact that y > 1 and

the implicit function theorem it is possible to prove that the above equations are
equivalent to:

μh-\

9\Jh-\

V A - l

where μ^ -
and IvJ <

= μh + G U
= g\,h + Gil

ε.

gι,h,μh'->" ι

{g\^μh\-"

.gijiiPhi

ίj and G ,/

g\$>μo\ Vh) + ^

;0i,o»μo; VA) +

j g\,o>μol vh) H~

^ , are analytic

) K (n

for |^i, A /

U A ; .

1 <

• ;^i,o

. . . βfu

βJ^A'l

,μo;

),μo

<

V A ) ,

V A ) ,

V A ) ,

ε, if h

(50)

(51)

(52)
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Eq. (52), (49), given any sequence of g\^ μh with \g\^\, \μh\ < ε, imply that
there is a unique vo, analytic in g\^μh f° r |#I,A|>|A*A| < ε> s u c n m a t \vh\ < ε and
Vh converges to 0 for h —» —oo at the rate O(yh). The proof of the existence of v0

is essentially a version of the unstable manifold theorem. The equation for v0 is:

o
y L^vv^i,/' μi' > '•''•> £/i,o? μo' > Vι) ~τ~ y κx\g\i, μ\\... \ g \ $ > μo' , Vί)\ — v w ̂ J

/ = —oo

By Theorem 2.1 this value vo is obtained, given a,λ, by a unique choice of v.
By a similar argument it is possible to choose <50 (and this corresponds to fixing

α) such that δh —> 0 for h —> — oo: this choice corresponds to requiring that the
Fermi velocity is fixed to 1 (see [B.G.M]) but we can avoid the work of checking
the latter statement here because this choice, contrary to the choice of vo, is not
essential to control the flow of gi^μh With the above choice of vo,^o we have
that

μh_ι = μh + Gh

μ(gι,h, μhl • • I gι,o, μo',0) + yhRh

μ(g\,h, μhl - - -1 g\,o, μo',Vh) 9

gιth-ι = Gun + G\(g\,h,μhi - - > ig\,o,μo\Q) + yhRh\(g\,h,μh\ - - ig\,o,μo',Vh), ( 5 4 )

Remembering that Gλ(g\ih,μh;... gι,o,μol 0) = g2

ιh(-2β + Gx{ghh,μh\... gh0,

μo O), with Gx analytic as a function of its argument, it is clear that, for any
sequence of |μ/J < ε and any complex g\tQ9 such that |gf1)0 — ε/2| < ε/2, then |gfljA —
ε/21 ^ ε/2 and g\^ —> 0 for h —> —oo as O(-π^).

Remark. Chosen v as above and λ complex such that \λ — ε/2| < ε/2, where ε is
chosen so that |vo |,|μo| < ε and |gf1>0 - ε/2| ^ ε/2, if it happens that \μhr\ < ε for
h! ^ h, then vy for h! ^ h — 1 is analytic as a function of λ in |Λ — ε/2| < ε/2
and Vh,g\,h ^ 0 for /z —> oo.

We want to show that \μ^\ < ε for all h if \λ — | | < | . We define the function

liπiΛ__oolim7^_,ooGf(t;;... υ; 0) = G/(D), where i = μ, v, 1 and v = g\,μ. We prove
that:

Gμ(0,μ) = 0 . (55)

Equation (55) can be proved by comparing the beta function of our system with
the Beta function of the Mattis model. The Mattis model describes two spinning
fermions with linear dispersion relation. The Hamiltonian is:

= Σ / dx : ψχώ σ(ίc

ω,σ,σ'

where :: denotes the Wick ordering respect to the free vacuum and φp^ are creation
or annihilation operators of ω-fermions. Note that, contrary to the model with hamil-
tonian Eq. (1), the Mattis model hamiltonian is written directly in terms of quasi-
particles. We can introduce a family of Grassmannian variables φ^σ and study the
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Mattis model by a renormalization group analysis similar to the one discussed so
far. The ultraviolet part of the theory is rather delicate, due to the linear dispersion
relation of the propagator of the Mattis model, but it has been discussed in [G.Sc]
(only for the Luttinger model, but the same considerations trivially hold also for
the Mattis model).

The discussion of the infrared part is made by repeating the arguments in
Sect. 2 - Sect. 4 with U(x) = 0. The infrared integration is written as Πεσω=±i

L h w h e r e t h e c°variance of ψfyσ is

"ω'κ-M -iko + ώk'

The effective potential is given by Eq. (24) with g\^ = g^h = 0 and v/, = 0 by the
symmetry of the interaction and for the parity of the Mattis model propagator.

The Beta function is given by μh^{ = μh + Bh

μM(μh;... μ0) + yhRh

μ(μhl μo)

The crucial point is that

This essentially follows from the fact that the propagators g^(x) of our model differ
from the Mattis one only for terms of order γh (see Lemma 2.1) and from the
fact that in our model Vh = O(yh). The analysis in the preceding section shows that
the Beta function is analytic as a function of its argument in a circle with radius
independent from β,L (see Th. 4.1); this implies that the limit of the Beta function
as β —• oo is an analytic function of its argument in the same domain. We call from
now on μ̂  the running coupling in the theory with finite volume (but not temporal
cut-off) and lmi£_+ooμ^ = μπ- If Lh = P^ly~h the following lemma, analogous to
Lemma 2 in [B.G.P.S.], holds:

Lemma 5.1. If μy is defined and \μhf\ ^ fii ύ ε/2, for h! ^ h, then also μhf is
defined for h! ^ h and

\μLJ-μh,\ ύc^l2yh-h' ti ^h (58)

for some constant c\.

Proof We proceed inductively noting that Eq. (58) holds for h' = 0 and proving
that Eq. (58) holds for h! — \ if it holds for the couplings with frequency greater
than or equal to h'. We write

/ # _ ! ~ /V-i = μL

ht ~ μh> + βh

μ[ίh(μL

hK . . . , / # ) - < M ( / V , . ,μo) , ( 5 9 )

where βμ 'M
Λ and βh

μ M are the Beta functions for the Mattis model with finite or

infinite volume. It is convenient to write the second difference in Eq. (59) as

vfμ;u\H'^ - , μ L o h ) - βh

μ,M(μh>, ..,/«>)] + [βh

μ[ih ( w , . , w>) - < M ( ^ , . ,IM>)]
(60)

The first term can be bounded, proceeding as in Sect. 4 and using the inductive

assumption, by C2β/ yh~h . In order to estimate the second difference in Eq. (60)
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we remember that βh

μ M{μy,..., μo) can be written, by Eq. (42), (43), as a sum over
trees τ; to each tree is associated a product of terms which can be written as the
integral of products of propagators whose arguments ζι — ηι form an anchored tree
graph T times a determinant; all except one of the points belonging to the anchored
tree graph are integrated. We perform a change of variables ξj - r\\ = yι as in
Eq. (46) and we write

βhμ,M^h',- , μo) = βμM(μh>, . . , μo) + βh

μiM(μh',..., μo) ,

where βμM contains terms integrated in \yt\ ^ L/2 for each y\ belonging to the

spanning tree. All the terms contained in βh

μM contain at least an integral with

domain \yj\ > L/2 so that, proceeding as in Sect. 4 and remembering Eq. (46), it

follows that βh

μM is bounded by c^ε\yh~h'.

It remains to bound βμ'M
h(μhf,...,μ0) - βμM(μhr,...,μ0); this can made by

noting that this term can be written as a sum over trees similar to that one in
Sect. 4 for βh'L, with the integrals over the arguments of the spanning tree T with
domain \yj\ ^ L/2: the only difference is that at least one of the propagators of

the spanning tree gh yL{yι),h" > hr is replaced by gh (yι) - gh 'Lh(yι), or at least
one of the determinants is replaced by det Gτ — det Gτ'Lh. Noting that the number
of possible substitutions is bounded by Cn, if τ £ τn, and that

Γ\P\

|detGΓ - detGΓ'L*| ^ —y^2 (61)
Lh

if |P | is the number of the fields in G and proceeding as in Sect. 4 we find that

this term is bounded by c^λy
h~h . Finally we can write

where the first term comes from the first difference in Eq. (59) and the last three
from the second difference in Eq. (60). The above inequality is always verified if
εi is chosen suitable small.

Let us remark that the effective potential at scale h can be also obtained by a
one step integration by the relation

Vh(\l/-h) is given by a series over one step Feynman graphs similar to those
ones of Sect. 4 except that to each internal line is associated the propagator
g^h(k) = Σ ) L Λ + I 9ώ(k) a n d t 0 e a c h v e r t e x one of the terms in V° Eq. (17), (18).
The expansion is well defined if \λ\ ^ ς2jfί

9 which is not 0(1), and hence very
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small as L —> oo. By the definition of the localization in Sect. (4) it follows that

= o z ί - i = ^ ( | )

(62)

where V^ik'; ώ) is given by the sum over all the one step graphs with two external
lines with momentum k' + ώpf and quasi-particle index ώ and Vlftk^k^k^k'^cOj)
is given by the sum over the one step Feynman graphs with four external lines
with momentum k' + ώiPf and quasi-particle index ώ;, / = 1,2,3,4 and ωλ =
(1,—1,-1,1),,ω2 = (1,1,1,1). Of course the one step expansion for Vι(k'\ω)h

and Vl^k^k^k^ ω) is convergent only if \λ\ ̂  zψ. If L = Lh-n and n > 2
it follows from the compact support properties of g^h(k) that g$h(k) = 0 in a
small domain around the point (π/L,0) so that the one step graphs contributing

to μh

h~" or Zh

h~n are only the irreducible ones, defined as graphs which cannot

be splitted into two parts by cutting a single internal line. We call ]P (k; ω) and
f ( i , 2 , 3 , 4 ; ω ) the sum over the irreducible one step graphs contributing to

vf(k';ώ) and V^k^k^k'^k'^ω). Then Eq. (62) can be written, if I = Lh-n and

n > 2, replacing Vξ and V\ by ^ and ΓΛ.

By definition Σ (k ώ) and T^ikx^^^k^ω) are simply related to the two
point or truncated four point Schwinger function with infrared cut-off at scale h:

S>KL(k\ώ) = 1 7 , (63)
ik + ώk' + Σ(k')

^̂  (64)

The above equations can be proven as an identity between graph at any order.
Equations (62), (63), (64) by substitution and some algebra implies that if

L = Lh-n and n > 2:

S MLω) W = ^ ' ( 6 5 )

(66)

=ΣS>h' ^(0, (-1 YΦ, 0, (-1 ϊπ/L; 0,
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Remark. The above identity is proved by a one step integration, so is proved in the
region |Λ| ̂  const/L, where the one step expansion for the effective potential and
the Schwinger function is analytic. However the series for the effective potential and
Schwinger functions at scale h are analytic in / if the running coupling constants
μy^h' > h are such that |μΛ/| < ε, see Sect. 4 and below, so that in this case Eq.
(65),(66) holds also in the domain \μy\ < ε.

μ ^ Z ^ , if 5 > -°° ' 1 = SL are given by Eq. (65), if £>-<*>. r.z, = ST>L replaces

S>h*τ>L.

Using the exact solution of the Mattis model [M.] and the explicit evaluation of
its Schwinger function [Mai] it is possible to prove the following lemma (analogous
to Lemma 3 of [B.G.P.S.] but not explicitly proved there):

Lemma 5.2. In the Mattis model there exists an ε such that, if \λ\ ^ ε, then μ^
is bounded and Iμ^J -^constλ uniformly in L; moreover Z^ = Aι(λ)L2η^ with
AL(λ) and η(λ) bounded in λ for \λ\ ̂  ε and O(λ2).

Proof Ifεp(p) = sechφ(p)p = ̂ ( 1 + α + ^ ^ ) 2 + C^ψ1)2 in [Mai] it is shown

that

-L _ θ(x0) e-ι{x^ιf) θ(-x0)
= — Ί

(67)

, = π s_£iξγ(i _ e-plήsp(p)cosp£) _ π cos_β(e-m _ e-mepiP))

Lp>0 P Lp>0 P

- - Σ ̂ V ' l ' l - e-M°pM), (68)
Lp>0 P

where c = π + Λ-#4(0) > 0 which is the solubility condition of the Mattis model,
Sp(p) = sinhφ(p)p and g^p) is the Fourier transform of g^r). In the limit L —> oc
the asymptotic behaviour of the two point Schwinger function is [Mai]:

(69)

where A{(φ,x) is bounded near g2(p) = g4(p) = 0 and η = \ { \ - J ^ ^ ^ W ]

— 1/2. ε(0) is the Fermi velocity. It is possible to choose α as an analytic function
of λ so that ε(0) = 1.

From Eq. (65), (66) it is easy to see that Z ^ = L^-j^ δ1^ = - 1 + X, where

7 )
0 _ I

SL(0,π/L; 1) = -^- 7dx0 ) dxe-cx\Lx+2η^(Lx)e-^>{xL))eiπx = -^/f , (70)

3*^(0,π/I dί) =
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From Eq. (69) it follows that /f,/f has a limit for L —> oo.
We study now the four points Schwinger function. We limit ourselves to

SL(xι,-\-,σ;x2,+,σ';x3,-,σ';x4, — ,σ) but similar considerations could be made also
for SL(x\9+,σ;x2,+, — <J',x3, —, —σ;x4, — , σ). In [Mai] it is shown that

where A = F(x\ — x3) + F(x2 — x4) — F(x\ — x2) — F{x3 — x4) and F(x) = ψ ̂ ^
sp -f (1 — e~P\χ°\εp(^cospx) with cp(/?)τcosh(/>(^)c. Performing the change of

variables u = x\ — x4, v = x2 — x3,z = x\ — x3 we can write

g2oo(I2)
2L4 L4 ^ l

oo 1
x J dv0 J

o - l

OO

X Jdz0 } dz(cosπucosπv - smπuύnπv)(eA(>{uL>vL>zL) - 1)1 .(71)
0 - 1 J

It is easy to see that the expression between curly brackets of the r.h.s. of
Eq. (71) has a limit for L —> 00. This is made by using the asymptotic expressions
of SL(x,ώ\ Eq. (69), and of F(x) (i.e. s(0)c(0)log \x% -f ε^(0)x2 |) and by dividing
the integration domain of the integral in the r.h.s. of Eq. (71) in several regions:

Dλ = {wo,ι;o,zo ^ 1}, Z>2 = {UQ.VQ ̂  l,z0 ̂  1}, D3 = {uo,vo S l^o ̂  1} ,

D4 = {UQ S 1, zo,vo ^ 1}, D5 = {v0 ^ 1,ZO,MO ^ 1}, A = {MO^O^O ^ 1}

In each region the infrared divergences are integrable. In D2 the integration
over uo,vo is controlled by the exponential factors; in D3 one has to use that

(e4 — 1) ~Z o^oo ^u°'v°2^
v^9 where f(uo,vo,u,v,z) is a polynomial of second order

zo
in the variables UO,VQ,U,V,Z; in D 4 it is convenient to split the integration domain in
two regions, one with \ZQ — VQ\ ̂  1 and the other with \z$ — vo\ ^ 1. In the first of
these regions one can perform a change of variables uo,vo,zo —• y0 — z0 - VO,UO,VQ
and the integral is of course divergence free as y^u0 ^ 1, while vo is controlled
by the exponential term; in the second region one can use that (e4 — 1) ^ - , 0 0
/dMϊ) j ^ * * ) c o n s i d e r a t i o n s h o l d f o r D a n d D

Suppose now that μ ,̂ although start arbitrary small, can reach O(ε/2) at ho; then

^ 0 is "close" to vh

h°, by the considerations above Eq. (58); but, by the consideration

at the end of Sect. 3, vh ° = ̂ _£o, so we can conclude that v_lo = O(ε/2). But this

is in contradiction with the fact that, by the exact solution υ^ = O(/) (Lemma
5.1); this essentially proves that:

Lemma 5.3. There exists an ε such that, if \λ\ ̂  ε then for any h ^ 0 μ̂  is
analytic in λ and \μh\ < const λ uniformly in L; moreover Zh = AL(λ)y~h2riM
with Aι(λ),n(λ) analytic in λ in |/ | < ε and O(λ2).
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Proof. Let us suppose that, given εi ^ ε/2, there exists ho > — oo such that

\μh\ <, ελ/2 < \μhQ\ < εx

for h ^ ho. We start with a small μ, say |μ| ^ εi/4 and, from Lemma 5.1 we have

that it is possible to fix n > 2 so that, if hi ^ ho \μy — μhΐ°~
n\ ύ c\ε3/2y~n ^ εi/8

(for instance). Note that, if |μΛ/| ^ εi ^ ε,h' ^ h the bounds in Sect. 4 imply that

and this equation imply that \μh

h°~" — μ>h°~n\ ύ 2bε2n and the factor 2 takes into

account the small growth of μ^°~" for h < h0. But by Eq. (36) it holds that

Vho°-n — )"oo0~" and, μoo0~\ defined by Eq. (65), (66) with h = -oo, is close to

μ by C2ε̂  for Lemma 5.2 so that \μ^Q — μ\ ^ εi/8 + 2Z?ε̂ « +

We note finally that the Beta function has an essentially short memory as the
number of scales h! above h at which one must know Vh in order to compute Vh-\
is essentially finite; in fact (see [B.G.P.S.])

B ( ) B ^Bμ,M(μh,...,μo) = B M(μh;...;μh)+ ^ DKk{μh\... ;μ0)
k=h+\

with \DKk\ < Kε2γ~ι/2(k~h\ if \gλth\, \μh\ < ε and K is a constant. But a dynamical
system of the form μ^-\ = μ/? + B(μh) with 5 vanishing at least to the second order
cannot have trajectories bounded by a constant unless B = 0 (see [B.G.P.S.]). This
argument implies Eq. (55).

We return then to the study of Eq. (54): the vanishing of the Beta function
Eq. (55) implies that, fixed v,δ as the above analytic functions in λ, if \λ — ε/2| <
ε/2, then \vhh — ty,o| ίk cε2 and:

(72)
h-\

where ^2,00^4,00^ a r e analytic functions in A for |2 — ε/2| < ε/2. From Eq. (49) it
is easy to see that #2,oo,04,oo are 0{ε) and η = O(ε2) as η = cg2

loo + O(ε2),c > 0.
7% 2-points Schwίnger function S{k,k) = S(k) is given by

S(k) = **t,+E{*£ + Sί\k)(l - h{kl + E{kf)),
k + E(k)

where S-°(k) in terms of Fourier transform

d
(χ-y) = l o g ^dφ+(x)dφ-(y)

(73)

In order to study S= (x - y) one shall study a tree expansion similar to that one
studied in this and in the preceding section, generated integrating step by step
the fields with decreasing frequency. This expansion is described in all details in
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[B.G.P.S.]. The bound Eq. (48) can be easily converted into a bound for the func-
tional derivative of Eq. (73) finding that Schwinger functions are analytic functions
of the running couplings and

S(x-y)= Σ T^ + eg*), (74)
h= — σo

where ε is supposed small enough and \gh(x — y)\ rg 2, n 2w Of course S(k)

is analytic in λ if \λ - ε/2\ ^ ε/2.

From Eq. (74) it follows that, if ^ >Λ—oo y~2η then S decays, for T9L-*

oo, \x — y\ —> oo as |x — y\~ι~2η. Then, from Eq. (72) and performing the Fourier
transform to the two-points Schwinger function we have Theorem 1.2. A simple
corollary of this theorem is that the two point Schwinger function S(x, y) behaves,
for |JC — jμ| —> oo, as

- A0(λ))

\χ-y\l+2η(λ)

with Ao(λ) independent from x and y and with So being the free pair Schwinger
functions.

It remains to discuss the Borel summability. We remember that if for some
ε > 0 in the domain \λ - ε/2\ ^ ε/2 a function f(λ) of complex λ is such that:

1. f(λ) is analytic,

2. | / α ) - ΣXo π/*(°>l = C"W"+1"!>
then / ( / ) is Borel summable in the given domain.

We known that Vo(λ) and S(x) verifies the first condition. Noting that | Yfh=_oo

hnyh\ ^ n\Cn and remembering Eq. (53) an estimate on Vh of the form | - ^ | ^
n\hnCn uniform in λ and h, which should be clear from the consideration above,
seems to be enough to prove Borel summability of vo(λ). Without anomalous scaling
this would be enough to prove Borel summability for the Schwinger function. But
the presence of anomalous scaling requires also that

β"η(λ)

dλn ύ (n\fCn

Some cancellations in Eq. (49) strongly support the validity of this estimate, but its
rigorous proof requires some extra work.

6. Conclusions

In the preceding sections we find that the Fermi surface is anomalous both if the
fermions are spinless and the conduction band is not filled or if the fermions are
spinning, the interaction repulsive and the band neither filled nor half filled.

Changing the form in the interaction it is possible to have a normal Fermi
surface, i.e. η(λ) = 0. We can consider in fact a slightly different model in which
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Vn(k\,k2,ki,k4) in Eq. (6) is a function with support strictly contained in the region
where the kj have the same sign and are non-zero. Note that in this case the
interaction in the hamiltonian Eq. (1) is not a pair potential, i.e. it has the form
W(x\,X2,X3,X4). Then it is easy to see, by symmetry reasons, that there are no graphs
contributing to Q\^ or #2,/* for every h. In fact in the graphs contributing to Q\^
or to g2,h there are necessarily vertices in which the incoming or outcoming fields
have momenta with different signs. If #2,/? = 01, A = 0, \vho\ g ε, i — 4,5 it follows
that \υhh - Vφ\ ^ cε2 and

θ4,h ~^h^-oo 04,oo? $h ~^h-^-oo <5oo •> ~ >A^-oo 1 -> (75)
Zh-\

where #4,00, <5oo are bounded functions in ι;0,z and O(ε). It is not clear if an
Hamiltonian with such a potential should be considered the model for some physical
situation.

We discuss briefly the cases not covered by Theorems 1.1,1.2. We start from
the case in which pF — π/2a. From Sect. (3) we know that in this case there is
another relevant running coupling, ^3 .̂ In order to study the Beta function at the
second order, it is convenient to introduce a new coupling glh = g\,h — 2#2,A so
that

04, A-1 = 04, A, 03, A-1 = 03,A ~ /?03,A02,A >

9l,h-\ = 02,A> ΘUh-l = GUh ~ βg2\,h >

ah-x = ah + βxg\h + \/4β2(ghh - 2glh)
2 + β3g

2

3h ,

C"-1 = ζh + jS^, Λ + l / 4 f e ( ^ u - 2^,,) 2 + j 8 3 ^ ,

v*-1 =γvh . (76)

It is possible to choose |i^o| ^ ε so that, if #1,0,020 = 0» t n e n 2̂,00 ~ ^20 ~
and #3,A,0I,A ^A^-CX) 0. The behaviour of the flow at the second order suggests
that we try an anomalous scaling. One can repeat the consideration in Sect. (4) and
write the analogues of Eq. (49) for the case pFή^π/2a. However the equations are
too difficult and we are not able to prove that the flow is bounded at any order.

Going back to the case pFή=π/2a if gι$ < 0 the running coupling constants
exit from the convergence circle of the beta function in finite many steps. The only
hope in order to have a bounded flow that can be studied by perturbation theory is
that the Beta function have a non-trivial fixed point:

v*=β(v*).

Some heuristic consideration [L.E.,S.] and a third order analysis lead to the conjec-
ture that

-A^-00 y - v , (77)-A^-00 y ,
2 A - 1

where 0*}/̂ 02,A'03,A> 04^*7* a r e constants independent from the interaction / and
O{\). A similar flow cannot be studied very likely by our perturbative expansion
as the radius of convergence is very small. Perhaps one could try to use better
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estimates than those in Sect. (4) or use other techniques in order to enlarge the
convergence domain and reach this fixed point (if it exists at all).

Finally we note that, if pF = π/a, the propagator is given by (if k' = k + π/a):

g\k') = y-hgh(y-hk0,y-h/2k') = y

where

and Ch(t) weakly dependent on h,T,L. One can estimate by a power counting
argument like in Sect. (3) the generic graph contributing to Vk\ in this case one

obtains that the size of the graph is bounded by y~k(m*+τ)? where ΪYIΔ, and mi are
the number of the vertex with two or four external lines in the graph. This is the
behaviour of not renormalizable field theories. It is unclear whether techniques of
[F.G.,F.] for a non-renormalizable field theory can be of any use.

A. Appendix

We state first some easy consequence of the results in [Ko.], proved in [B.M.]

Lemma A.I. We have

lim E(τ + ihj) = lim E(—τ + ihj) ,
τ—•/2π/α± τ^nπ/a±

lim φ(τ + ihl9x)φ(τ + ihu y) = Hm φ(-τ + ihl9x)φ(-τ + ihΪ9 y), (78)
τ—>nπ/a^z τ—^nπ/a^1

where hj ^ hn-\.

Lemma A.2. If k = g + ih where hή=hn then ε(k) = k -\-ε\(k), where lim^oo

^ P = 0, and \\/ε(k) — k\ ^ —β=. Moreover there exist a constant K such that

φ(k9x) < Ke-~h™ and \φ(k,x) -
yt(t)

In order to prove Eq. (15), we start proving the following lemma:

Lemma A.3.

9u.v.(x, y) = S(x, y) + Rι(x,y

S(x, y) = H(x- y)H(x0 - yo)θ(xo - y0) /dkφ(k, -x)φ(k, y)e~E^o-yo) , ( 7 9 )

\Ri(χ,y)\ ί , ^ C N ,N, \Ri(χ,y)\ S Ce~a^ ,
A x y\— y\

where E(k) = ε(k) — μ,N is an integer, H{t) is a C°° compact support function
such that H{t) = 1 for \t\ <; 1, H(t) = 0 for \t\ ^ y, γ > 1 and θ is the step
function.
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ImJb

— 2κr/° ~ * 0

Fig. 2.

x/a
1
3τ/o

Proof. Let gu.Ό.(x9y) = g\(x,y) + gi(x,y), where in gx the integral is restricted on
k S π/a and in g2 on k ^ π/α. It is easy to see that gx belong to R\.

For |jfc| ^ π/a we have £(*) ^ 0 and h(c2(k$ + E(k)2) = 1, so we can write

*,y) = O(χo -yo) -χ)Φ(k,y)

Let

g2(x,y) = H{x- y)H(x0 - yo)g2(x,y) + (1 - H(x- y)H(x0 - y
(80)

We will show that the second term in Eq. (80) belongs to ^2(^,7)-
It is always possible to choose hφhn,h < h0 such that ReE(g + ίh) > 0 for

\g\ ^ π/a. Let us remember thsitjimn^^hn = 0. We can shift the integral of g2(x,y)
to a line with a complex part ~h considering the following integral in the complex
plane:

Jφ(k, -x

where 71 is a connected path such that the function is analytic in its interior and
- [ « + l/2]π/a S Re* ^ [n + l/2]π/a9n -> 00 (see the picture)

We can eliminate the integral along the part of the path peφendicular to the
real axis using periodicity Eq. (78). The integrals on the circle around the non-
analyticity points kn give a vanishing contribution when the radius is sent to zero
byEq.(3),(2).

Since in the limit ή —> 00 the integral on the path from ή + 1/2 and (ή + 1/2) +
/Λ is vanishing we have

ih,χ)φ(-k- i\y)
\k\>π/a \k\>π/a

e-E(k+ih)(xo-yo)

so that, using the properties of Block wave listed in Lemma A.2, we have that g2

belong to R2. Finally summing and subtracting:

H{x- y)H(xo ~ dkφ(k,x)φ(k, - j

and noting that it belongs to R\(x,y), we have the lemma.
Q.E.D.
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O O

ΐ
2ir/α 3ir/α3τ/α —2ir/α — x/a 0

Fig. 3.

We regularize £(;*:, .y) replacing in Eq. (79) θ(xo - >Ό) by ftv(*o — yo), where

is a smooth function with support in (y~N

9y), where TV is a positive inte-

ger. 0^(0 can be written as: 0^(0 = Σ f / ( / 0 w i t h / ( 0 = (#('/?) ~ H(t))θ(t),

so that 0(ί)A(O = lim^^ooθjvίO, lim^ooSVte J>) = £(*, j>). We write ^(x,^) =

ΣLιch(^yl where

- yo)) f dkφ(k,x)φ(k, - (81)

Lemma A.4. Q(x, y) can be written in the following way.

Ch(χ,y) = yh/2Cuh(yh(χ0 - yolyh/2(χ- y)) + Cu(yh

X(hy
h/2ϊ;yhyo,yhy), (82)

yh/2chh(yh(χ0 - yolyh/2(χ- y)) =H(x- jO/(Λ*o - yo))yh/2

x J dke~*y (*-y)e~~(k 7 ~μ)(χo-yo) ?

and C\^h,C2^ are smooth functions such that \C\^(x — y)\, \C2jι(xo,x'9yo,y)\ ^

Proof If x = w + «xα, j ; = f + ft^α, we write

^ ih,x) = ei(k+ih)χ+ι^k+ιh)u

+ /A) - (k + iA)2 = (jfc + /A)2 + εi(ifc), ih) = (k + ih) + ε(A + /A) .

We can shift the integral of C2,h to a line with imaginary part yh/27ι,h > maxnhn

using a connected path y2 (see the picture)
We have

= H(x- y)f(yh(χ0 -

f dσ f Jlr ^ [ri(k+ih)yyh/2 +iΓo7~*/ 2 Wyh/2(k+ih)yh/2y .

0

(83)
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The lemma is proved noting that, from Lemma A.2:

lim \kφι(k + ih,x)\ = e~~HC lim ε^k + ιh^ = Q \{m ε~(£ + (h)k = const
ΐc-^oo k—>oo k &*—> o o

Q.E.D.
Summing over C/, and making the limit N —•> oc we have Eq. (16).

B. Appendix 2

Consider Vk(τ,PVQ,xVQ) on each vertex of τ with the action of 0t given by Eq. (32)
and analogues; if the delta-functions are not integrated away there are no zeros or
interpolated points. In order to obtain Eq. (43) we write the renormalization using
Eq. (33) by integrating the delta-functions. We start from the first (climbing the tree
from the root) non-trivial vertex v in which the action M φ 1. The renormalization
produces a zero (x - y)x, if z = 1,2 and x,y are points in the cluster v, that we
can write as

(χ-yf= I Σ

Where Xij —Xi^y are defined in the following way:

1. xιj,xiι^y is the argument of a propagator belonging to fv,
2. otherwise Xij.Xi/y are the coordinates of some field with label in the set Pv. if

vt is the frequency label of the generic subtrees coming from v.

If \PVj\ is equal to 2 or 4 the renormalization, acting on vl9 can produce some

other factor (xij —x^y)2. However this does not happen. In fact if we call the

effective potential on which 0t act in a non-trivial way as Vhvi(τVι,PVι;x\ -xi.xi —

x3,x3 -x4) or Vhi'(τVι,PV};xι -x2) we have

x2,ώ2,σ'll/x2,ώ2,σ'll/x3,ώ3,σ'Ψx4,ω4,σ

(

Λ V/=l
X Φ%,ώhσΦX,ώ2,σ'Φ~x3,ώ3,σ

fΦ~x4,ώ4,σ > ( 8 5 )

Jdxιdx2(xϊ -xiΫφχώσφ~2&/rΛVhvi{τΌι9PΌι\xι -x2) =
A

Idxιdx2(xι - x2)
βφ+

x J - ώVhHτVrPVi;x - y) , (86)
A

$ dx\dx2(X\ — X2)φ mnΦx ώσ^V Vii^υ >Pv lx\ ~ ^2) ==
A 1 ? ' 2 ' '

/dx\dx 2(x\ — x2)φ~^ άσφ~Xl ^ σ
A
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x Vh'i(.τυi,PVl;xι -x2) - J dtVhί (τVι,PVi;t)-sin(tj jcos^/b

x j dxχdx2φ
+

Xχώσ\j/~2ώσδ{xλ -x2)-
A

dxιdx2φ
+

Xu^σώA\l/XιΛσ(xι - x2)Vhι>(τVι,PVι;xι - x2)

x - s i n ( ω ( x i - X ^ T C O S — ( * 1 J 0 - x2$) , ( 8 7 )
π L p

^ ί ' i y τ V ι , P V ι \ x x -x2) =

-fdtVh"t(τυιiPυt'9t)^sin (to^j cos ( |

x f dxιdx2φ
+

x ώiffψ~ ώσδ(x\ -xi), (88)
y l

where β > I and /I = 3 — δ. The renormalization of the subtrees does not produce
any factor (xt — Xj) or (x - y) in Eq. (85), (86) or only a factor (x - y) in Eq.
(87), (88). We can then repeat for the subtree vι the considerations made for the
cluster v, writing (xt — yt) or (x — y) like in Eq. (84). Of course if in some subtree
with frequency vl9 for some choice of PVι the renormalization acts in a non-trivial
way, integrating the corresponding deltas and using Eq. (35), the arguments of the
propagators which connect v\...9vs form a tree Tv which joins simple or interpolated
points.

Iterating this argument for all vertices v we have Eq. (43).

C. Appendix 3

We will give here a sketch of the proof. More detail can be found in [B.M.]. We
want to prove that

f\dxi = fldytdx, , (89)
ι=l i=\

where x\ is the root of the tree.
If we consider a minimal cluster, i.e. a cluster containing only points, there is

no interpolated point inside it, so we have Π/^V = dχ\ Y\dyj\ where j is the

cluster index and x^\y^ are points and lines internal to cluster j . We can now

write

fldx, = X[dyUjY[dxλtJ . (90)

Let 7 be the line connecting the cluster 1 to cluster 2. We have yj — x[ — x'2 with

Xj = Σι Kjχιj f° r suitable interpolating parameters λJ

t(Σι Kj ~ 1 s e e Sect. 4). So
h

j

we have
* = χ + y χ + χ

+ χ[
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Now xi,2 - JC/,2 c a n be written in terms of y^ and x[ in terms of y^\ and xy
so that we can fix xij and substitute dx\^ by t/ĵ y in Eq. (90). By using this fact
we can make the change of variables for the line connecting the minimal clusters.
Clearly we can go on recursively on the level of the clusters and reach all the
graphs.
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